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A system of program schemata is viewed as a schema for a class of natural computational 
complexity measures. Certain properties of this class of measures, such as recursive 
enumerability of complexity classes and a weak notion of “conformity,” are shown to 
derive from the schematic structure. Other properties, earlier proposed as “natural,” are 
shown to be more superficial, depending upon the interpretation given to the primitive 
operations. These are “properness,” “finite invariance,” and “density.” Two other 
natural properties of the flowchart measures are given, together with a short assessment 
of possible progress in defining “naturalness” in complexity measures. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Since Blum [3] first introduced the notion of abstract computational complexity measure, 
many deep results have been proven to hold for all complexity measures on the basis 
of his axioms. Nevertheless, despite the elegance of this axiomatization, there have 
been attempts to improve it by isolating subclasses of the Blum measures satisfying 
certain supposedly “natural” properties [3-71. The apparent goal of these efforts was 
to define a more restricted kind of complexity measure which would exclude the many 
“pathological” Blum measures, yet still include all of the intuitively acceptable natural 
measures. This approach has not been very successful, possibly because of the difficulty 
of distinguishing the truly essential from the incidental characteristics of natural com- 
plexity measures. If we hope to develop a more precise understanding of computational 
complexity in natural models of computation, we must delineate more clearly the levels 
of definition at which different properties of complexity measures are determined. 
The present paper deals with a large class of measures which we believe to be natural 
-the step-counting functions associated with the flowchart program schemata under 
various interpretations. Any system of program schemata may be viewed on a higher 
level as a schema for a class of complexity measures. Certain universal properties of the 
measures are due to the structure of the system of schemata, while other more superficial 
ones depend on the particular sets of primitive “operations” allowed by the interpreta- 
tions. Using the notion of interpretation dependence in flowchart measures as an indicator 
of superficiality, we show that some “natural” properties proposed by previous researchers 
are more superficial than others. Specifically, we show that, although some]Esimple 
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restrictions allow us to prove that the flowchart measures must conform [7] and have 
recursively enumerable complexity classes [6, 71, they need not be finitely invariant 
[7] or proper [6]. Neither need they be dense [4] nor need they have the parallel com- 
putation property [6]. From our experience in flowchart measures we propose two 
other “natural” properties, “composition” and “finite freedom,” which appear to be 
more general than these others. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
By jowchart schema (or flowchart) we mean a finite connected directed graph with 
labeled nodes and arcs, each arc being labeled by 0 or 1 and each node being labeled 
by a “test” or “assignment” instruction, with one node designated as the “starting 
node.” For simplicity, we avoid speaking of “halt instructions.” A program halts when 
there remains no arc by which it may proceed. Informally, a test instruction is of the 
form Pjr ,...,jn , where P is a predicate name and jr ,..., jn are register indices, and the 
instruction is interpreted as, “If the value of the predicate named P is 0 when applied 
to the contents of registersj, ,..., j, then follow the arc(s) labeled 0, else follow the arc 
labeled 1.” An “assignment instruction” is of the form i := Fjr ,...,jnl , where F is a 
function name and jr ,..., m j are register indices, as is i. It is interpreted as, “Replace 
the current contents of register i by the value of the function named F applied to the 
contents of registers jr ,...,j,, .” The examples and proofs in this paper mostly deal 
with unary predicates and functions, although the results remain valid for the general 
case. The flowchart is deterministic if each node labeled with a test instruction has at 
most one arc labeled with 0 and at most one arc labeled with 1 leading from it and each 
node labeled with an assignment instruction has at most one arc leading from it. We 
will assume that all flowcharts dealt with here are deterministic. 
If J is a flowchart interpretation, i.e., a finite set of O-l-valued predicates and integer- 
valued functions, define $rJ, qSaJ, 4sJ,... to be an enumeration of the programs obtained 
from a lexicographic enumeration of the flowcharts over the names of functions and 
predicates in J by interpreting the names with their respective functions and predicates. 
In a manner similar to Paterson [S] we view these programs as computing partial functions 
from N to N (where N denotes the nonnegative integers), the argument being given 
initially in register 1 and the value computed being the content of register 1 at halting. 
All other registers are assumed to initially contain zero. The function and predicates 
of the interpretation are required to be total recursive. Thus the functions computable 
by flowchart programs are all included in the class of partial recursive functions. For 
each interpretation J, q41J, q52J,... is an enumeration of partial recursive functions. J is 
said to be universal, if q5rJ, +a’, . . . is an acceptable Giidel numbering of the partial recursive 
functions, satisfying the Snm and universal machine theorems. We usually omit the 
superscript J, using “+i” for a flowchart, a program, or a partial recursive function, 
depending on the context. 
Let D1”, @a”, CDaJ,... denote the corresponding step-counting (running time) functions 
for 5blJ, hJ, C,“,..., where each predicate test and each function-evaluation-assignment 
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is counted as a separate step. If predicate and function evaluations are all assumed to 
be performed in equal time, independent of the argument size, QJ may be viewed as a 
natural “time” measure. For this reason, we use “running time” interchangeably with 
“step count,” although the notion seems to be stretched a little when one observes that, 
for some interpretations, flowchart “time” may closely simulate Turing machine space. 
Note that CD” is a Blum [3] complexity measure on qV if J is universal. Let t be a recursive 
function. RR,@ is the complexity class of recursive functions for each of which there is a 
program +i with Qi -< t a.e. (“almost everywhere,” or everywhere but on a finite set), 
that is, 
DR, is defined to be the set of indices i such that & is in Rt@, i.e., 
QR,@ = {i / & E R,@}. 
I, is the set of indices i s.t. @< < t a.e. and CJ$ total. R,o is recursively enumerable (r.e.) 
iff there is an r.e. subset of R,@ which includes the index of some program for every 
function in Rt9. Thus 
R, r.e. o 3w r.e. s.t. R, = {@‘i 1 i E w}. 
Flowchart 1.1 Flowchart 12 
cl 3=F3 
Flowchart 1 3 
FIG. 1. Flowcharts 1.2 and 1.3, showing the renumbering of registers and the 5-height tree 
expansion of flowchart 1. I, respectively. 
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3. FLOWCHART CONSTRUCTIONS AND TERMINOLOGY 
Most of the results in this paper rely heavily on structural manipulations of flowcharts, 
mostly “equivalence preserving” in some sense, independent of interpretation. To 
ensure that the later proof constructions, which employ such manipulations, be solidly 
based, it is necessary to first develop a formal terminology in which these manipulations 
may be described precisely. 
DEFINITION. A path (in a graph) is a finite alternating sequence of nodes and arcs, 
beginning and ending with a node, such that each arc in the sequence is an arc (in the 
graph) going from the node preceding the arc to the node following the arc in the 
sequence. The length of a path is the number of nodes in it. The height of a node is the 
length of the shortest path to it from the starting node. A computational path of a frow- 
chmt is a path in the flowchart beginning with the starting node. The sequence of 
instructions on a computational path is a (possible) computational sequence or computation. 
DEFINITION. Two flowcharts are equivalent if and only if they produce the same set of 
possible computations, up to a permutation of the integers applied to the register indices. 
“Renumbering registers” and partial or full “unwinding” of loops thus do not have 
any effect on equivalence (see Figs. 1 and 2). 
Flowchart 2 .l 
Flowchart 2.2 
FIG. 2. Flowchart 2.2, obtained from flowchart 2.1 by modification to protect register 1. 
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We now proceed to define more precisely how a flowchart, in combination with an 
interpretation, may determine a terminating computation and a “value” for a specific 
input, 
DEFINITION. Given an interpretation J, a flowchart +i, and an input X, a (legal) 
computational path p of program #i” on x is a computational path of flowchart $I such 
that each occurrence of a node in p may be assigned a set of register values, one for each 
register index used in & , such that: 
(1) The value of register 1 at the starting node of p is x and the values of all other 
registers are zero. 
(2) If the sequence 
node ol - arc from (Y to fl- node /? 
occurs in p and the set of register values for this occurrence of node ol is {q ,..., o,,): 
(a) if node OL is labeled with the test instruction 
Pjl *** jm (ji E {l,-~ n>, 1 < i < m) 
then the arc from ol to fi is labeled with the value 
(b) if node /3 is labeled with the assignment instruction 
h := Fjl 0.. j,, 
then the set of register values for this occurrence of node fl is (ul ,..., u,,}, where uk = 
Fh, ,...I vjrn) and U< = vi for all i # k. 
The computational path p is said to terminate if the final node of p is either an assign- 
ment node with no arcs from it or a test node with register values {vl ,..., v~] and 
instruction 
Pjl .*. jm 
and no arc from it labeled by the value P(vjl ,..., vi,). 
PROPOSITION. For any computational path p of a j7owchart under fixed interpretation 
and with fixed input, there is a unique way of assi@kg a set of register values to each 
occurrence of a node in p. 
PROPOSITION. A (deterministic) jlowchart Ci under fixed interpretation and with a 
fixed input may have at most one terminating computational path. 
DEFINITION. If (deterministic) flowchart di has a terminating computational path p 
under interpretation J on input X, @(x) is defined to be the value for register 1 that is 
assigned to the final node of p. When &“(x) is defined, the running time @pi(x) is defined 
to be the length of the terminating computational path p. 
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PROPOSITION. Two equivalent jowcharts compute the same (partial) function and have 
the same running time regardless of the interpretation. 
Each flowchart & is equivalent to a (possibly infinite) canonical tree program &, called 
its tree expansion. The nodes of & stand in a natural one-to-one correspondence with 
the computational paths of C& . If p is a path in & ending with the sequence 
node (Y - arc from d to /? - node ,E, 
then there are nodes Y and p in &, corresponding, respectively, to the path p and to 
the path p’ derived from p by deleting the node ,f? and the arc from ti to 8. Node ,u is 
labeled with the instruction of node 01, and there is an arc from p to Y with the same 
labeling as the arc from Q( to /L 
The full tree expansion of a flowchart may be infinite. It is therefore not constructible, 
and so is not used directly in any of our proofs. Nevertheless, the notion is useful for 
understanding the set of computations defined by a flowchart, in isolation from extraneous 
matters, such as “loops” and “joinings.” In this sense, the tree expansion of a flowchart 
+i may be thought of as a “free” member in the class of flowcharts equivalent to #[ , 
which we may map onto less general finite structures when necessary. 
One way in which the concept of tree expansion may be used is in the definition of 
flowchart programs which approximate the behavior of a program on a finite set of 
computations, or for computations up to some finite length. 
DEFINITION. The k-height tree expansion of a graph is the smallest subgraph of the 
tree expansion of the graph which includes every computational path of length K or less. 
PROPOSITION. For all x such that QiJ(x) < k, the k-height tree expansion of & computes 
rJiJ(x) in time ai”( 
DEFINITION. The tree expansion of a program &’ on a set S is the smallest subgraph 
of the full tree expansion which includes all the computational paths of biJ on inputs in S. 
PROPOSITION. The tree expansion of +i” on S computes the same function in the same 
time as q$” does on inputs in S. 
PROPOSITION. The tree expansion of &” on S is Jinite if S is Jinite and & is total. TJze 
expansion of +i on S is jinite a# Qi is bounded by a constant on S. 
In the proof of Theorem 2, to follow, it will be necessary to alternate between k com- 
putational steps of one program and a single step of another, so as to achieve a kind 
of “parallel” computation. In the proof of Theorem 4 an analogous process will be used 
to modify a program to count steps, adding k to a step count every k steps of the com- 
putation. Several concepts are involved here. First, there is the notion of “interleaving” 
two distinct computations, alternating steps of each, so as to achieve parallelism. Second, 
is the idea that this may be done in an unbalanced way, so hat the one computation 
may “run ahead” of the other, which we call “k-to-one” interleaving. Third, in order 
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to let two computations truly proceed independently when interleaved, it is possible 
to arrange that neither alters the value of any register used by the other. This “protection 
of registers,” as well as “interleaving” may be done constructively on the level of flow- 
chart schemata. 
DEFINITION. The k-to-one intedeaving C& of flowcharts qGj and Cj is constructed as 
follows. 
Each node of #J,, will correspond to a triple (a, n, /3), where a: is a node of (bi , n is a 
number in (O,..., k}, and fi is a node of $i . The “meaning” of such a triple is that “the 
execution of & is at 01, the execution of +j is at node /3, and n steps of & have been executed 
since the last step of dj .” The starting node of C#J~ is (01~ , 0, &), where 01” and /I,, are the 
starting nodes of & and +j , respectively. Let the instruction of (01~) 0, &) be the same 
as that of 01~ . 
The other nodes and arcs of $,, will be defined in stages, in breadth-first order. At 
each stage, there will be a set of nodes, called the “current nodes,” and a number in 
IO,..., k}, called the “current height.” All the current nodes will have the same value 
of n, which is the current height. Initially, the set of current nodes will consist of the 
singleton (do , 0, &). 
Induction stage. 
Case 1. If the current height n is less than k then we wish to continue with execution 
of q!~. In this case, for each current node ( 01, n, p), and each node y in Ci such that there 
is an arc from 01 to y in &, add to (ba a node (y, n + I, /3), with the same instruction 
as y, and an arc from (~1, n, p) to (y, n + 1, p), labeled the same as the arc from (Y to y 
in & . If (y, n + I, /3) was not already in &, , add it to the “current nodes” for the next 
stage. 
Case 2. In the other case, when n = k, we wish to execute a step of $j . To accom- 
plish this, for each current node (~1, k, /?) and each node y in +j such that there is an 
arc from /3 to y in & , add to $,, a node (01,0, y), with the same instruction as y, and an 
arc from (01, k, fl) to (a, 0, r) labeled the same as the arc from /3 to y in & . If (01,0, y) 
was not already in +,, , add it to the “current nodes” for the next stage. 
The construction is complete when the set of “current nodes” for the next stage is 
empty (see Fig. 3). 
PROPOSITION. The k-to-one interleaving of & and +j runs in time 
)Lx (min (ai * (w), (k + 1) * @j(x))) 
if neither $i nor $j changes the contents of the input register or any other register they share. 
Ordinarily, when two flowcharts & and dj are to be interleaved, they will be modified 
to use disjoint sets of working registers. This can be done for all registers except the 
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input register simply by replacing each occurrence in di of a register index k also used 
by q$ with a new index k + c, where c is the largest register index used by +j . Then, 
& and the modified $j may be further transformed to protect the input register, as 





FIG. 3. Flowchart 3.2, the 2-to-1 interleaving of flowcharts 3.1 and 2.2. 
DEFINITION. The transformation of a flowchart to protect register j is done by changing 
every node having an instruction which would alter the contents of the register j. Each 
node which has the register index j appearing on the left side of the instruction is replaced 
by a similar node with that occurrence of j changed to k, where k is some index not 
used anywhere in the original program. The arcs coming out of the altered node are 
redirected to corresponding nodes in a copy of the original flowchart which has had 
every occurrence of j replaced by k (see Fig. 2). 
PROPOSITION. The transformation described above applied to the flowchart of program 
(biJ produces a program which never alters the contents of register j, but still has running 
time QiJ. Furthermore, the transformed program still computes +iJ unless j is the index of 
the output register, in which case either register j or register k contains c$~“(x) at halting. 
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4. NATURAL PROPERTIES 
4.1. Recursive Enumerability 
Recursive enumerability of complexity classes has been held by several authors to 
be an important property of complexity measures, being an aesthetically pleasing 
mathematical formulation of the intuitive notion that class names should be “nice.” 
Although the complexity classes R, are r.e. for increasing t in the Turing machine 
time and tape measures, Landweber and Robertson [6] and Lewis [7] have shown that 
they need not be r.e. for all t in arbitrary Blum measures. Theorem 1 here says that 
the flowchart measures are at least as well behaved as other natural measures with respect 
to the enumerability of complexity classes. Recursive enumerability of complexity 
classes is thus one of the more general, and perhaps more important, properties of 
natural complexity measures. 
It should be pointed out that the theorem does not cover the complexity classes for 
time bounds which are neither ultimately increasing nor bounded above by a constant. 
For flowchart measures, these classes may include nontrivial programs. We simply 
do not know whether the classes defined by these “messy” time bounds are r.e. or not. 
This same area of ignorance apparently still exists for the “undoctored” Turing machine 
time measure, a subject which we will discuss later in the context of finite invariance. 
THEOREM 1. For any universal jowchart interpretation J and recursive t, the com- 
plexity class e is r.e. ;f either 
(a) there exists a constant k s.t. (such that) 
t 6 Ax(k) a.e., 
(b) t is ultimately increasing, i.e., for every constant k 
t > Ax(k) a.e. 
Proof. The two cases are proved independently. 
If t is bounded by a constant function Ax(k) everywhere, then there is an equivalent 
finite tree program of height k for each t-bounded program. Up to “renumbering of 
registers” there can be only a finite number of these tree programs for each k. The 
functions bounded in complexity by t (everywhere) are thus a finite set, and therefore 
representable by a finite (r.e.) set of tree programs. To include the functions in Rt that 
may exceed time bound t finitely often, look at the (finite) set of tree programs representing 
the functions bounded by Xx(t(x) + 1) everywhere. The terminal nodes of these fall 
into two classes: 
(a) Those included in computational paths for infinitely many inputs x s.t. the 
running time (the height of the node) exceeds t(x). 
(b) Those included in the computational paths for only finitely many such inputs. 
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Delete all the nodes in class (a). No program with such a node computes a function 
in R, . Any substitutions of a finite tree program for a node in class (b) yield a program 
computing a function in R, . Enumerating all possible combinations of such substitutions 
enumerates R, . This completes the proof of the first part. 
If t is ultimately increasing, we know that R, includes all the functions computed 
by finite tree programs. Thus, if we can effectively modify any program diJ so that if 
time bound t is exceeded often enough, the modified program computes a function 
computable by a finite tree program, then, by the universality of J, we can enumerate R, . 
Take (j, , k,), (j, , h),... t o b e an enumeration of all the pairs of nonnegative integers; 
define 
if Qjii(x) < Ki or (@‘ji(y) < 2(y) for every y < 2); 
otherwise, where n is defined 
n = max{GQjj(z) / (aji(y) < ki or @jj(y) < t(y)) for all 3’ ::Z zj 
and +,(j,n) is the n-height finite tree expansion of +j . 
+,(0(X) computes +j if 
and computes a function of finite-bounded complexity otherwise. If f is in R, then 
there is a j such that & computes f and for some K 
X>k a cDj(X) < t(x). 
&J computes f when ji = j and 
hi = max{Qj(x) 1 x < K). 
Thus, q&(i) , &t2) ,... enumerates R, . 
4.2. Conformity 
Lewis [7] suggests the desirability of “conformity” for complexity measures. A Blum 
measure Q, is said to conform (on QR,@) if and only if for every recursive t, and t, 
(QR: = SZRF), i.e., if every complexity class is recursively 1-l reducible to every other. 
Similarly, Cp &forms (on Ito) if and only if every set of indices It” is recursively 1-I 
reducible to every other. The flowchart measures, like the Turing machine measures, 
may be shown to “conform” if we weaken the definitions above slightly. 
THEOREM 2. For any universal flowchart interpretation J, the measure GJ satisfies 
(for all ultimately iweasing recursive t, and t,): 
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furthermore, if there is a & in I:’ such that @5c < t, . E a.e. for E < 1, and Oe ultimately 
increasing, and similarly for t, , then 
(Here = denotes recursive equivalence.) 
Proof. First, we show QR;’ = QRc for t, and t, ultimately increasing recursive 
functions. It is enough to show that QRtl S& S2Rt2 , i.e., there is a recursive l-l 7 such 
that, for every i E N 
i E QRtl o I E Q;2Rt2 , 
since the roles of t, and t, are interchangeable in the hypothesis. 
Given i, we will show constructively how $,ti) is computed. It will follow that T is 
computable, since J is universal. To be certain that 7 is l-l, let &~(l) = i. &j(x) is 
defined for x 3 2 as follows: Let q and r be recursive “unpairing” (or “projection”) 
functions such that N x N = {(q(z), r(z)) 1 z E N}. Let j1 = 1, and let jz be defined 
inductively for w > 1 by 
iw+l = undefined if 4$(y) undefined for some y < w; 
= j, if (%,J( y) d h(y) for ally such that q( jw) < y < w) 
and (&(z) = &&z) for all z < w); 
=j,+l otherwise. 
Note that (3 hz(j,) = k a.e.) o (i E QR,) and (Az(jJ = k a.e.) + (& = &.cr) and 
t%k) G 4 a.e.b Let 4~) , Ah) ,-. enumerate the finite tree programs in order by 
increasing height. Let 
s = minti I ‘dr < x thd~) = +dd~))h 
i.e., the first tree program that “agrees” with &) on inputs up to x - 1. Let 9 be a 
diagonal function over the t,-bounded programs such that any program computing 
a function that “agrees” with 9 infinitely often cannot be &-bounded, e.g., 
Now let 
G h(x) + hi)(x); T -+ 1) . 
&ci) = Xx(x = 1 + 1; j3: undefined + undefined; jz = j,,, +$,,(&x); T -+ B(x)). 
Since J is universal, we know that 7 is computable. 
Cases. (1) & is not total; then +7(i) is not total either. 
(2) & is total, but for every j, either: 
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(a) 3z(+&z) # q&(z)); then we cannot have hz(j,) = j a.e., since that would 
imply dro = q$ , so +,&x) = B(x) i.0. 
(b) @ro) > tl i.0.; then we cannot have /\z(j,) = j a.e., since that would imply 
arti) < t1 a.e., so again &fi)(x) = .9(x) i.0. 
(3) & is total and Sj(& = & and (aj 6 t, a.e.)); then there is a y such that +i = 
4 r(~,) , @,,(Q d t, a.e., Mjz) = j, a.e., and 4,~ = Y$,M E Rtp . 
In each case, q$ E Rtl o &) E RtI . 
We have proved the first part of Theorem 2; it remains for us to show that 
that is, that the set of programs running in time t, is recursively l-l reducible to those 
running in time tz for the flowcharts under interpretation J, and vice versa. Again, 
it is enough to show that there is a recursive 1-I function u such that 
Vi E N (i E ItI) -c+ (u(i) E It,). 
So far, we do not see how to construct such a u without the additional hypothesis that 
there be a function dC to serve as “clock” for the construction, i.e., such that +, < 
Ax(t,(x) * e) a.e., E < 1, & total, and QC ultimately increasing. 
Since J is universal, there must be a predicate Q in J such that Q(a) = 1 and 
Q(b) = 0, for some a and b. Furthermore, there must be a program for every partial 
recursive function, in particular: 
4, = wx + 1) (“successor”); 
4, = hx(x - 1) (“predecessor”); 
9, =xX(x =O-ea; T-+/J); 
4 K(U) = WY), for each y; 
hi) = MM 1 x un e ne -+ undefined; D*(x) > t&v) --f a; T -+ b). d ii d 
Flowchart 4 
FIG. 4. The flowchart for &.,) . 
Let #s(i,,) be the program with flowchart as shown in Fig. 4,Fmade up by combining 
48 % Al 9 A > 953 9 and +,o) with predicate Q, where each subprogram of #a(i,l) has been 
modified to protect the registers used by the other subprograms from being changed, 
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except for a specified “input” register for each subprogram. The correspondences 
of the input and output registers of the subprograms are given below: 






A W W 
The process performed by +6(l,i~ may be summarized in the form of a PASCAL program 
by: 
w:=o; 
while true do 
begin if @Xw) > iI 
thenz:=aeZsea:=b; 
X := #j(X); 
repeatx:=x-- 1 untiZx =O; 
w:=w+1; 
end 
Notice that this program ignores its input and never halts. It will be used as a component 
of the program &ti) . Although rj8ul) does not make any “use” of the contents of register z 
for output, it ensures that the value we will want will be in z at specified times. By 
interrupting &u,) at the correct times and looking at the value of z, we may test whether 
for each x. 
3Y < x MY) < h(Y)) 
Let &J(X) be the function computed as follows: Compute the running time t of 
&ui) up to the point where it enters the subprogram I$, with register w having value x, 
then compute Gc(y) for successively larger y until a y is found for which t < @,(y)/k. 
Let q&~(x) = @,(y)/k for this y. 
By the Recursion Theorem [9], there is a computable function x such that +E(i,x(i)J = 
AX(C) . That is, hd4 = @,(y)P for Y = min{y I 1 < @,(y)/k} where t is the running 
time of $s(c,X(i)) up to the point that subprogram 4, is first entered with the value of 
w = x. Note that ~&c) is defined unless either: 
(a) 3y < x (&(y) undefined), or 
(b) b < x (h(r) undefined). 
Thus, &) is total if and.only if q$ is total. 
$,,ti) is constructed, starting with the K-to-one interleaving of +0 with +a(i,x(t)~ (alternating 
k steps of the first program with one step of the second), to halt immediately if Q applied 
to the final contents of register z is 0 when & causes the interleaved program to halt. 
Otherwise, $0(i) runs at least t2(x) more steps, computes &(w) (halting if and only if & 
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does), and computes &u)(x) (ensuring that (I is l-l). By the way that x is defined, for 
each interval of time between changes in the value of register z there is an x such that 
@,(x)/K falls in that interval. Since all registers are initially zero (an inelegant requirement 
that we do not see how to avoid here), &uj) runs independently of the input, effectively 
always starting with “input” register w containing zero. If q$ is not total, then +sci,i) 
leaves register z unchanged. Otherwise, w takes on every value 0, 1, 2, 3,... and, for 
each value x of w, z contains &(w) f or a time period in which De(y)/k = +,u~(x) falls. 
Thus, if & is total, when the execution of &(i,X(i)) is interrupted after @,(x)/K steps, 
the value of register z = C,&(X). 
Cases. (1) If & is not total, then neither is $,,u) . 
(2) If (&(x) > tr(x)) i.o., then (+a(i,X(i)) has the value of z = a when interrupted 
after @,(x)/k steps) i.o. It follows that GCtij(X) > ta(x) i.o. 
(3) If (9$(x) -5 h(x)) a.e., then, for x sufficiently large, when CJ$(~,~(~J) is inter- 
rupted after @,(x)/k steps, z == a. It follows that the total running time G&x) is thus 
at most CD’,(X) . (k + 1)/k a.e. Assuming ta(~) > 1, since t, ultimately increasing, and 
k > c/(1 - E), @&CC) .< QC(.x) (h + 1)/K < G,(X) . E < t3(X) a.e. 
In each case, 
i E QRtl o u(i) E QR,,, , 
4.3. Finite Invariance 
On the other hand, Lewis [7] suggests that “natural” measures should also be finitely 
invariant. A measure is Jinitely invariant iff 
(V recursive t, $i , ~~j)((~i = +j a.e. & di E R,*) * +j E R,@), 
that is, for every function in a given complexity class, all of the finite variants of that 
function are also in the same complexity class. This property is, admittedly, very 
appealing, and is true for several natural measures. It derives, more or less, from a 
generalization of techniques used to enumerate complexity classes. Finite invariance 
of a measure is a sufficient condition to ensure that all complexity classes be r.e. 
Theorem 3, below, shows that there are many flowchart measures where it is not true. 
One is tempted to conclude that finite invariance is one of the more superficial properties 
of natural complexity measures. However, some doubts will be cast upon this conclusion 
later. 
THEOREM 3. For any universal F.C. interpretation J with a predicate P that is 0 i.o. 
(injinitely often) and 1 i.o., the Jlowchart step-counting measure @* is not finitely invariant. 
Proof. We know that the identity function b(x), is in every flowchart complexity 
class, since we have agreed that the input and output registers are the same. We show 
that there is an infinite complexity class Rt , which does not contain all of the identity 
function’s finite variants. (The proof does not depend on having a complexity-zero 
function; actually, any finite-complexity function would do.) 
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Intuitively, finite invariance fails, not because of a “messy” predicate P, but because 
finite variants of very easy functions can be, comparatively, very hard to compute. 
Computing the functions iO1, = Xx(x = k + 0; T -+ x), which are finite variants of 
the identity function, essentially involves testing every input for equality to k. If this 
must be done using only a finite set of basic operations, the complexity of a program 
doing the test must increase with k. Thus, a class of functions that includes, for arbitrarily 
large k, a function that tests for equality to K, cannot be in a complexity class that is 
constant-bounded infinitely often. 
The time bound t is constructed in such a way as to “squeeze” down the running 
time to a constant for infinitely many inputs, while still allowing time to compute a 
very complex function for infinitely many other inputs. Existence of a predicate P that 
splits the inputs into two infinite classes is not of key importance, but it simplifies the 
statement of the proof. In fact, any subprogram capable of doing the “splitting” that 
runs in constant-bounded time could be substituted for P in the construction. 
Let Tl , T,, T, ,... enumerate the finite tree programs by increasing height. Define 
c& = Ax 5 T&x) . 
( 1 i=l 
This is a total function, since each Ti is. Furthermore, it “diagonalizes” a.e. over all 
the finite tree programs, i.e., for every Ti , & # Ti a.e. Let 
t = Ax(P(x) = 1 --+ 1; T-+&(x) + 1). 
To see that R, must be infinite, look at the finite tree expansion Tdk of &‘s computation 
on input set S, = {X 1 x < k} for each k. (Tik}E1 must be infinite, by definition of & . 
To see that Rt cannot include all the finite variants of the identity function look at the 
functions 
iOk = xX(x = k -+ 0; T + x). 
There must be a k such that 
iOk 4 4, 
as the following argument shows. 
Suppose r& computes iOk in time t a.e. Any program running in time t a.e. must have 
a test instruction at its starting node, and at most one arc leading from the starting 
node. Let Q be the predicate of the initial instruction. Since t(x) = 1 whenever P(x) = 1, 
either 
(P(x) = 1 + Q(x) = 1) a.e. 
or 
(P(x) = 1 * Q(x) = 0) a.e. 
There are a finite number of such predicates Q in J. For each such Q, if (P(X) = 1 z- 
Q(X) = 1) a.e. then let 
sQ = (X 1 Q(x) = o> 
else let 
S, = {x I Q(x) = 1). 
571/16/I-2 
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Each So is a finite set. Let S be the union of the So’s. This union is still a finite set. 
Pick a k not in S for which P(K) = 1. For such a k, every predicate Q in J which would 
halt a computation in t steps a.e. would also force it to halt in 1 step on input k, preventing 
the program using it from outputing anything but k. Thus iOR $ R, . 
Two features of the proof are worthy of special mention: 
(1) The time-bound function t is one of the “messy” functions for which we have 
been unable to prove that Rl is r.e. 
(2) The basic approach appears to apply equally well to “undoctored” Turing 
machine time, where a single common tape is used for input, output, and working 
storage. 
Point (1) seems to be more than a coincidence, even though our r.e.-ness proof did 
not make use of finite invariance. One is naturally led to ask whether the flowchart 
measures would be “finitely invariant” if consideration were limited to ultimately 
increasing time bounds-a question we have not been able to answer. Taken together 
with Theorem 1, the “meaning” of Theorem 3 is thus unclear. Is it possible that finite 
invariance is no more or less “superficial” a property of natural complexity measures 
than enumerability of complexity classes ? The whole question centers on the group 
of “messy” time bounds. Are they “bad” class names, or are their roles in the proofs 
of Theorems 1 and 3 incidental? We doubt that they are really “bad” class names 
because of point (2). Running times that are neither bounded above by a constant nor 
bounded below by a nondecreasing function are extremely natural for Turing machines. 
(Consider a universal Turing machine that checks for “ungrammatical” input programs, 
halting after reading only a few characters, for infinitely many inputs.) This whole 
group of time bounds has been generally ignored in the work on enumerability of classes 
and finite invariance, the problem being avoided in the case of Turing machine time 
by “doctoring” the measure to discount time spent on input and output. 
4.4. Properness and Parallel Computation 
Landweber and Robertson [6] mention properness and parallel computation as 
desirable properties for natural measures. Parallel computation means, informally, 
that the complexity measure allows carrying on two computations in parallel without 
any additional cost, such as is the case with the time measure for multitape Turing 
machines. Simon [lo] has shown that the single-tape Turing machine time measure 
does not satisfy this property, and we can construct interpretations for which the flow- 
chart measures do not satisfy it. However, as demonstrated in Section 3, a kind of weaker 
but still useful parallelism is available at moderate cost, through the “interleaving” 
of flowcharts. It is therefore possible that the intuitively natural measures might satisfy 
a less strict notion of “parallel computation.” 
Properness is a more intuitively appealing notion, being, informally, that every step- 
counting function should be computable within time bounded by itself. That is 
(V recursive &)@Di E Rod). 
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Unfortunately, the flowchart measures do not all satisfy this property, even though 
they may come very close to satisfying it. We therefore must include properness among 
the overly specific properties of natural complexity measures. 
‘CHEOREM 4. There is an interpretation J for which the flowchart step measure @ 
is not proper, but for every i and k there is a recursive t s.t. 
t - tDiJ < (@$“/k) + 2 . k 
and 
Proof. The proof is broken into two steps. First, we show that any universal J 
including the functions Xx(x + 1) and Xx(2 . x) satisfies 
for every i and k. Then we exhibit such an interpretation J for which @’ is not proper. 
Given a program & and a constant k, let us modify bi to compute Di . The basic 
idea is to add 1 to some register (initially zero, for simplicity) between steps of & , up 
to the first k steps, then add the contents of that register to a different counting register 
between every k steps of & thereafter, until di halts. Then, depending on the last node 
visited, add one to the count up to k times to account for the steps done after the last 
time k was added to the counting register, the result of the final addition going into 
the output register. A flowchart which does this can be constructed effectively from 
the flowchart pi using the “a&” and “plusl” instructions. 
Given a flowchart C#Q , essentially what we want to do is interleave & k-to-one with 
the single-instruction cyclic program “7n : = add j, m” (where j and m are not used in di). 
This modified program will add the contents of register j to register m once every k 
steps of & . Several details remain to be handled, however. 
To start with, j must be given the proper initial value, k. To do this, before interleaving 
C#Q with the “counting” program, +i is modified to make all paths including nodes of 
distance k from the starting node disjoint. (This can be done by taking the k + l-height 
tree expansion of CJ$ , and redirecting each arc originally from a node CY at level k to a 
node /3 at level k + 1 so that it goes instead to the node in $i to which /3 corresponds.) 
&, modified in this way, is then interleaved with the cyclic “counting” program. The 
result is further modified by the insertion of a node with instruction ‘i := pZus1 j” 
between every pair of adjacent nodes at distance <k + 1 from the starting node. The 
program, thus modified, correctly counts to k in register j and thereafter uses register j 
to increment a count in register m. 
Two related details are left to handle. First, the step count, which is in register j 
or m, must be transferred to the output register at termination. Second, this count 
will be “off” by 1 to k steps, depending on the “height” of the terminal node (in the 
k-to-one interleaving). These problems may be solved by adding: 
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(1) for each terminal node at distance >k from the starting node in the flowchart 
constructed so far, an appropriately labeled arc to a new node, with instruction 
“1 := plus1 m,” followed by a sequence of zero to k new nodes with instruction 
“1 :=pZUsl 1”; 
(2) for each terminal node at distance <k from the starting node an appropriately 
labeled arc connecting it to a new node, with instruction “1 := plus1 j.” 
Flowchart 5.2 shows this construction applied to Flowchart 3.1, with k = 3 (Fig. 5). 




FIG. 5. Flowchart 5.1, for program with running timef(x), and flowchart 5.2, from the con- 
struction of Theorem 4 applied to flowchart 3.1 with k = 3. 
Let J = ({P, Z}, (add, plusl, s&l}) where 
pksl = Ax@ + l), 
add = &Y(X +y), 
sub1 = /&x(x - l), 
z = Ax@ = O), 
P = kc@ # y‘lOk’) -+ 0; (x # Ni‘lOk’) -+ 1; (x = A$‘lOQ) 3 0; 
(x = NiqO(c-a)‘a*) + 0; (T -+ I)), 
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5 = hx(X‘1oa1os1’), 
k, = min{Fz: (#rti)(Ni) does not test P(Ni‘lO”‘) in the first <(Ni) steps, 
+&NJ # 3 + 2 . k, and k < (S(Ni) - 3)/2) or k = (5(Ni) - 3)/2), 
N, = 1, 
Ni = Nidl . 2t(Ni)+2 = Ni6()‘w~‘Oo’, 
and Y may be any recursive function s.t. r(i) = K i.o. for every k in N. 
(Here ‘IO”’ denotes the bit-string representation of the number 2k. Since encodings 
are sometimes more easily “seen ” in terms of strings, we use numbers and their bit- 
string representations interchangeably, enclosing bit strings in single quotes.) 
Let f(x) be the running time on input x of the program of flowchart 5.1, which is 3 
for all inputs except the Ni’s, and is 3 + 2 * Ki for x = Ni . This program uses add 
and plus1 to compute ~‘10~’ for K = 0, 1,2,... until P(x‘lOk’) = 1, at which time the 
program halts, since there is no l-arc from node 3. P is defined so that, infinitely often, 
for the inputs Ni , &J(NJ must compute P(Ni10”‘) for every K < ({(NJ - 3)/2 if 
+ro)(NJ = 3 + 2 * k. (Z and sub1 are included in J merely to assure universality.) 
Suppose $i is a program which computes f within f steps a.e. For infinitely many ;, 
j q = r(z), and for these i, by definition of Ni , 
cI+~(NJ < cjjJ(Ni) = 3 + 2 * ki = [(Ni). 
No matter how “powerful” the interpretation, to compute n values of NilOk’ and apply 
P to each of them requires at least tl + (n - 1) steps. Thus, since 
&(N,) must test P(N,‘IO”‘) for every K < ([(NJ - 3)/2 = hi, k > 0, 
at least l(NJ - 6 steps are needed for this purpose. We know therefore that 
Wi) - 6 < @jJ(Ni) < Wi), 
so there are only six steps left for the rest of +j(Ni) ‘s computation. If c(Nd) = N~lOglOgl’ 
is computed, then for infinitely many i it must be computed by some six-step process 
from Ni or from NilOk’ for some k. This is not possible in j, therefore kJ < QjJ i.o. 
We comment that the intent of the notion of properness, that it should be no harder 
to compute the running time of an algorithm than it is to run the algorithm, is honored 
by all measures that allow counting inexpensively. In fact, it is true for any flowchart 
measure that the cost of computing a running time is essentially the running time plus 
the cost of counting. Perhaps as with “parallel computation” a slightly weaker definition 
of “properness” is in order. 
4.5. Density 
Another property of complexity measures, discussed by Borodin et al. [4] is density. 
A complexity measure is dense if for every two complexity classes there is another 
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complexity class which is a proper subset of one and a proper superset of the other, 
I.e., 
V recursive t, and t, s.t. (R,, g R,J 
3 recursive t s.t. Rtl g R, $ R,., . 
Although we know that all Blum measures have complexity “gaps,” a dense measure 
cannot have any “open” gaps. This is an elegant property, satisfied by the Turing machine 
tape measure, but not by all Blum measures. Unfortunately, flowchart measures are 
not dense, at least at the lower end of the complexity range. 
THEOREM 5. For any universal j?owchart interpretation J, W is not dense. 
Proof. Look at R,,=a, and R,,$(d . A function in R,,(,) must be computable by a 
program belonging to one of the following classes: 
(1.1) a finite program of height 1; 
(1.2) a test instruction which causes the program to terminate a.e. (with a predicate 
which is 0 a.e. or 1 a.e.), followed by further instructions which are executed only 
finitely often. 
A function in Rh2c2) must belong to R,,,(,) or be computable by a program in one of 
the following additional classes: 
(2.1) a finite tree program of height 2; 
(2.2) a finite tree program of height 2 with further instructions which are executed 
only finitely often. These further instructions may only follow from the nonterminating 
arcs of test instructions of a tree program in 2.1 which cause the program to terminate a.e. 
(i.e., with predicate which is 0 a.e. or 1 a.e.). 
Since J is finite, there are only finitely many predicates Qr , Qs ,..., Qlc in it. There 
are thus only finitely many programs di, , &, ,..., &, in class 2.1. Thus, there are at 
most n distinct complexity classes between RAxtl) and these are given by the time bounds 
Theorem 5 is proved for the simplest set of classes possible: Rhz(l) and RAz(o) . These 
are infinite classes, and may include “nontrivial” functions if the flowchart interpretation 
is sufficiently powerful. The argument extends to any pair of complexity classes Rt 
and R,, for tl and t, bounded above by a constant. Concerning larger time bounds: 
we do not know whether the flowchart complexity classes are dense any more than 
we do for the Turing machine time classes. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The ostensible goal of this paper was to differentiate between the more fundamental 
and the more superficial of some of the properties of natural complexity measures, 
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using the notion of interpretation-dependence in the class of flowchart measures. 
Although we have had partial success in doing this, we have raised new questions as well. 
Specifically, can properties such as finite invariance and density, which we have shown 
to fail for “small” time bounds, be shown to hold for “large enough” time bounds, 
irrespective of the flowchart interpretation. ? Is it more than coincidence that for some 
of these same “small” time bounds we have not been able to show the complexity classes 
are r.e. ? There is evidence that the flowchart complexity classes for small time bounds 
are different structurally from the classes for large time bounds. We know some things 
about the classes with constant-bounded time bounding functions, and we know other 
things about the classes with ultimately increasing bounds, but what is known about 
the intermediate bounds ? 
A parallel may be drawn to a similar situation for the Turing machine tape measure. 
Any computation that can be done below the “minimal growth rate” of log-log tape 
can also be done without any tape at all, by a finite automaton. In the same manner, 
computations that can be done in constant-bounded time by flowchart programs may 
be done by finite tree flowcharts. In both cases, the complexity classes for ultimately 
increasing complexity bounds are well behaved, but in both cases there remain many 
interesting complexity-bounding functions that are “in-between.” 
It may be argued that functions which are neither bounded above by a constant nor 
below by a nondecreasing function are “pathological,” and the classes they define are 
not “interesting.” As shown in Theorem 3, the resources permitted by such bounding 
functions, fluctuating in a complex and seemingly capricious manner between extreme 
parsimony and extreme generosity, may be very difficult to use. Nevertheless, many 
natural programs have just such “messy” resource usages, generally increasing with 
input size, but arbitrarily small for infinitely many inputs. These functions therefore 
include “honest” complexity bounds and cannot be dismissed lightly as “pathological.” 
If the structure of complexity classes for natural complexity measures is to be truly 
understood, this important group of time bounds cannot be neglected. 
Returning to our original vein: We have supported the claims to “naturalness” of 
two well-known properties of measures and questioned the claims of four others. It is 
only just that we propose some new “natural” properties to attempt to replace the 
ones we have criticized. This is a difficult task. In fact we are not at all convinced that 
the original aim with which these properties were proposed can be reached. As Hartmanis 
[S] points out, it seems very unlikely any “improvement” can be made on the Blum 
axiomatization by adding any set of properties which are transitive with respect to 
submeasures, since Weihrauch [ 1 l] has shown that any Blum measure may be realized 
as a submeasure of a flowchart measure. 
Intuitively, if a function #j costs Oi to compute and the function +j costs @, to compute, 
then it should not cost more than Qi 0 $i + cD~ to compute $i 0 C#Q . This property is 
clearly true of flowchart measures as well as the natural measures like Turing machine 
time and tape, RAM time, and RASP time. It is not true of all Blum measures, however. 
We call it the composition property. 
Another property which is true of the flowchart measures and also of the natural 
measures we have mentioned (assuming Turing machines need not read all of their 
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input) we call “finite freedom.” A Blum measure @ on 4 has jinite freedom if for every 
finite set S in the domain of & there is a $j such that & 1 S E & 1 S and Cj E Rf’& for 
some constant K. That is, for every function and every finite set there is another function 
of constant-bounded complexity which agrees with the first function on the specified 
finite set. In flowchart programs, finite freedom comes from the possibility of replacing 
any program by a finite tree expansion that agrees on a finite domain. In other models 
of computation, this might be achieved by finite table-look-up. This property is used 
to prove that the flowchart complexity classes RR, are r.e. for ultimately increasing t. 
It is not true for all Blum measures. 
Although we have stated two properties which are characteristic of flowchart measures, 
and natural in at least that sense, we do not believe that they are sufficient to define 
“naturalness.” The naturalness of a measure seems unavoidably connected to the existence 
of a corresponding model of computation, with recognizable steps and intermediate 
results related in some way to the results of the computations. We believe that each 
“step” counted should have a recognizable “effect” and produce a partial result (via 
a recognizable transformation of a previous result) in any step measure. The flowcharts 
do this, but have a good deal more structure than is needed. It should be possible to 
define a structure more abstract than the flowcharts which still has many of their desirable 
properties. 
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